Matrix Simulator by Crisses.
Version:  0.12 - 2012-03-26 - (Inform source release # 12)

Release Notes
0.12 - 2012-03-26
Added some of the code I need to manage access IDs.  I'm just going to assume people subscribe to a node at their highest AccessID available (at least in aiming for v 1.0).  
Hacking gets you user access to the node you hacked -- you can get back in using subscribe/log on to node (see below).
Probe is now available.  It may take hours, but you can at least.  I don't have it fully set up for use in AR yet, but it works in the Matrix.
Related: you can now list your access ids, and your subscriptions.  It tracks all your subscriptions and will tell you your best access id for each node you're subscribed to.
You can now hack for different levels of access.  It won't do much different until I give all the different commands to the game, but it's set up and ready for action at least.  Default is "user" access.
Fixed: "run <program>" command -- I had disabled it so you could only use "activate <program>".  The command has been reinstated.  Apologies!
Updated help documentation on hacking, added probing, virtual reality/augmented reality to help documentation.
Known Issue: "log on to <node>" when node is not adjacent to you may not work properly yet.  Similarly, nodes do not yet attempt to detect you when you use a probed access-id for the first time.
Fixed: hacking My Commlink no longer attempts to hack it; you slide right in.  I forget when I fixed this bug.
Analyze is now opposed when opponent is running stealth.  Nodes and icons can now have a stealth program.
New system for defining node/icon/player traits/stats/attributes.  Current Matrix Boxes determined from Max, Initiative determined from stats.
Known bug: non-player characters will have chaotic results trying to find & log on to nodes, and may accidentally reveal nodes to the player...this needs revamping to be NPC compatible.
Known bug: if you are hacking from a node outside the system and trigger an alert BEFORE you hack in, the wrong system can get the alert (causing Dummy to attempt to attack you, for example...).  May have to revamp the alert system accordingly.
When you're in the Meat world you now have all your Matrix stats (prep for AR features, if I ever get around them, also stops things like listing your programs from failing...).
Medic/healing is now an extended test like the others, so you have the chance to "stop" between dice rolls if you choose.
BUG: When charlie attacks the gong there's some strange messages.  :/
BUG: Staying jammed when no longer being attacked or a klutz....?  When should you "stop" being jammed when you're attacked by Black IC?
Changed more messages to work better when other people are doing the action.
Revamped more actions so they may work better with 3rd party actors.  Not tested on independent agents, etc.  Please be patient on this, it takes a lot of work to make all the actors in the game act independently of player involvement -- but it's all possible and do-able given some time.
Browse -> examine and examine->browse should be working properly now, at least for data and data-objects.  I hope.  On other objects or people, examine means "observe in detail".
You can no longer "take" objects in Tutorial Town which should be fixed in place.  Changed the defaults of certain items appropriately, so this should be prevented (unless intentionally overridden) in the future.
Added browse descriptions to rocks, added examine description to monk.
A few more details in various areas, again it will keep people who have already been here a little amused...
various bug fixes....
0.11 - 2012-03-21
Re-worked all programs & ratings for nodes & icons/people to new system.  Working on ensuring all programs/actions still work, and that they can work equally for the player versus one of his/her agents or for the IC in the game.  Actually, reworked the system 3 times in total, including asking on the Inform forums for a better way to do it.  Seems to work well and not bog down the engine.  I will soon be able to work on an "intelligence" system of sorts.  This work caused a lot of delays in making another release.
Combat is a little more intelligent -- if someone doesn't have an attack program (active), they can't attack.  Dummy can't attack you back.
Fixed an 'every turn' bug that was stopping some of the 'every turn' rules, unless the node was under alert.
Due to this fix, Analyze now is announced loudly & proudly rather than being in the prompt (so the prompt is back to being slender).
Finished work on extended tests/analyze test combined logic.  Seems to work just spiffy.
Fixed bug where Decrypt would work even when Decrypt wasn't running...oops.  Same with Analyze & Browse.
Now if you deactivate Analyze while still analyzing, you lose the remainder of your successes.
(Known Bug) Your agent Charlie can still "walk through walls" and such, so that will take some work.
0.10 - 2012-03-14
You can now decrypt, hack, scan or analyze in a direction.  Use a typing shortcut like 'decrypt n' for 'decrypt north'.  This is to make it easier to type in the game, not to make you able to hack something you shouldn't be able to.  Should be powerful alongside 'list nodes' (which lists the nodes you know of).
log in/jack in, logout/log out and jack out -- now working.  You swap bodies.  The problem was that the meat body had 0 initiative by default and it was train-wrecking on initiative rolls.  Fixed and good riddance.  Note 'Jack Out' sends out the dumpshock messages.
Status now shows how many hits you have on your hacking test, scan test or hits left on your current analysis.  Prompt now shows when you're in analysis mode.
Spiffing up the help system, more entries, more accuracy.
Cleaned up error messages when systems would go on alert, and made the alerts turn off when the offender(s) leave the system.
Started working on an event/notification scheduling system.  Some progress, some annoyances...
Dice-rolling system completely re-done.  You can type "dice roll" [edit: error - that's 'roll dice'] at the prompt for instructions on how to roll dice and try the dice rolls (you'll want to make sure you 'be noisy' to see full details).
Added opposition to Analyze test.
Fixed minor combat bug: would say "You attacks you..." but it wasn't "you" attacking you.
When you log out, alerts/klutz is erased
When you log in, matrix damage is erased.  You've re-loaded/booted your persona.
Changing how extended tests & analyze successes are held in memory, to make it easier to reset them and easier to add new skills/programs that use extended tests in the future. Will finish this work shortly.  Nothing is broken because of this, so far. :)
0.09 - 2012-03-07
Jacking in & Jacking out (or log in/log out) are in the works, pulled from this release because they are taking too long and make the game crash :( -- because of this issue, right now when you experience dumpshock, you're booted out of the game.  So don't do that. :)
Things won't routinely just hit back *because* you hit them....  this frees up combat so things can a) initiate combat, b) react to combat or 3) react to other things going on.  
System Alerts - now you and your owned icons can trigger a system-wide alert in the sample systems.  When the system is on alert, IC will target the player or player's icons who have blundered.   (try "charlie, go north" then "charlie, push button").
Now, if you or one of your "belongings" triggers an alert, the IC in the system will mobilize. When a system alert is triggered, all ice in the system "become combative." At this moment, they can only attack those who are part of the "alert" (i.e. klutzes...).
You can now make things you explicitly own do things.  Results will be unpredictable; not all actions are programmed to work properly with other characters.  You can make Charlie move around the publicly accessible areas.  Say "Charlie, go up" or "Charlie, u" and he'll go into the Seattle SAN, then follow him.  Remember that Charlie can't hack. 
Note that by default you don't own the Dummy.  It won't follow directions; it's there to be beaten to a pulp and that's all.  
RULES VIOLATION: Note right now all IC & Agents can (and IC will if an alert is sounding) attack. Agents are passive, IC assertive.
Fixed mutual signal range calculations to be from the signal of the current node rather than the rating of the player's commlink.
Scanning no longer works in wired nodes (i.e. nodes that have no wireless connections). 
Added 'list nearby' so you can quickly 'see' (out of time) the neighboring nodes you've already discovered.
Fixed the golden fish.  Oops.  If you don't know what the golden fish are, then that's good.  When you come across them, they'll be something you can actually interact with.
Fixed decrypting/browsing cage /data-objects.  You should now be able to access the objects inside.
Beefed up The Pit a little...setting it up to be more like I expect the "real" end-product of an AR environment to be.  Still needs more work, though.
Work on black IC & jamming begins....black-ice added to game, when black-ice touches the character (has net hits after dodge) it sets the player to "jammed".  Jamming doesn't "do" anything at this time.
Added mobile node types (i.e. commlinks, drones...).
Fixed the Ares system.  I had at some point broken the Ares System Alert...
0.08 - 2012-03-05
Analyze <something> now works on only "one target" at a time.  Completely overhauled. Seems I misunderstood Analyze: you scan one node/icon vs. general analyze and pick the items to check out. That's how it works now.
now can use analyze to detect encryption on nodes, data-objects and -traffic.
back-end:  all 2-word item "kinds" are now hyphenated and lowercased to avoid confusion AND to keep them separate from other items or actions in the game.
Updated Release Notes to have full list of ToDo/KnownIssues to squish.... pretty long... also sorted them into categories.
back-end: matrix visibilities are now 'set to hidden mode', 'set to passive mode', 'set to active mode'.
fixed "a person can be noisy" so it's a game-wide setting rather than tied to a person/player.  Use 'be noisy' or 'be quiet' to tell the game system to switch.
improved 'noisy' so that individual dice are shown, and labeled some of the dice rolls to make what the rolls are for more obvious; the noisy setting is more explicit. (also turned off the debug that showed me all the time settings...that was super-noisy, and looked messy :) )
back-end: Improved initiative & initiative passes:  now the game "knows" when you switch between AR & VR (delineated by the player either being in a "node" versus in a "room" -- so GMs have to understand the difference (a 'room' is in the meat world and may have icons in it to represent AR, a 'node' is in VR -- I think that's obvious), and calculates VR initiative including hot sim bonus (so when response degrades, you'll see initiative change...when I get around to that).  Still need to fix changing between hot & cold sim and damage modifiers.  If a player has additional bonuses (other than running hot/cold, and AR vs. VR) for initiative or initiative passes, there are stats to add a bonus.  AR uses "meat initiative" and "meat initiative passes".
Adjusted timekeeping system for things that take multiple IPs, Turns, minutes, hours...just an accidental neglect on my part.  Now GMs can have actions that take 5 minutes or 3 hours, etc.
Improvements to hacking-on-the-fly.  Fixed some potential bugs.  Now hacks your own commlink (where your persona is supposed to be) properly.... i.e. it doesn't.
A few misc updates to text in help & tutorial town, to help reflect some of the changes.
0.07 - 2012-03-01
Fixed: get signal/firewall/rating/etc. of nodes! Yay.
Other minor bug-fixes and aesthetic improvements.
0.06 - 2012-03-01
Fixed help system for "Scanning" (oops...)
Added data traffic item
Added a new system to the examples.  Surprise! :)   -- This doubles the nodes in the map, plus the SAN nodes mentioned below.
Changed "devices" to e-devices.  Apparently "devices" was pre-programmed into the system and could be turned on & off...which was funny, and sorta true, but not needed.
Added several new objects to My Commlink.
Removed restriction to access Tutorial Town before Scanning (what good is a tutorial if you have to figure out what to do to access it?).
Added attributes for Trace, Black Hammer, Blackout, etc. for IC & other icons.  They don't work yet, but the stats are there...
Added unrestricted nodes for local, regional, national, international routing between Seattle & Japan.  Will eventually spiff them up too...
0.05 - 2012-02-29
Status time was not fixed: Now it is.  Also T=>CT in status.
Moved the Pit to "down" or "d" from My Commlink.  This represents the "meat world" & AR.  From now on the upper level (starting level) is for VR and the lower (d) level for AR. 
scan hidden node(s) extended test works.
scan for a specific hidden node works.
scan no longer requires "interesting" quality: removed.
Fixed "load". Now "activate/run" vs. deactivate/quit.
Analyze system working.  Analyze requests incomplete.
During analysis, time suspended for other actions.
BUG: There may be some stray actions that will slip through during analysis and be truly "free actions".  For now.
Set up many of the sets of actions for analyze -- those that CAN be implemented right now, anyway.  More to come...
Items/icons now have an "Item type description" for the "detect type" from analyze.  I'll have to create another text variable for "determine function" -- can someone explain the difference?  Right now just use "detect type" for this information.  The book is unclear on the difference.
0.04 - 2012-02-28
Fix time display bug & leading zeros?
Re-worked entire object system
Eliminated "node security" (a kind of door) entirely 
Hacking auto "Logs On" to the target node
BUG: hacking My Commlink attempts to hack
You can move=auto into your own commlink, though
New Help system (menu-driven)
# of passes goes up/down when in hot/cold sim
BUG: IPs do not degrade properly switching to cold
Fixed disarm vs. defuse issue.  I think. :)
Game starts on player's initiative score
Added a 'status' check, will add more info later
Fixed a Dumpshock error (wrong biofeedback filter)
Other misc. preparations for extending capabilities
	
Known Issues & To Do

Misc Important:
*One can now hop between your subscriptions & your commlink.
Known Issue: "log on to <node>" when node is not adjacent to you may not work properly yet.  Similarly, nodes do not yet attempt to detect you when you use a probed access-id for the first time.
(Known Bug) Your agent Charlie can still "walk through walls" and such, so that will take some work.
BUG: IPs do not degrade properly switching to cold
BUG: There may be some stray actions that will slip through during analysis and be truly "free actions".  For now.

Movement:
	•	To be more realistic, if the player knows the commcode of a node, they should be able to get there as long as there's a path to that node through wireless nodes.  see example #295 in recipes 6.9...

Combat/Damage Modifiers:
Ooh -- just thought of one way to do it -- every turn cycle through the nodes the player has icons in and if any "people" in the nodes are combative, they have a set of actions to do vs. if they are peaceful (then they have another set).  Will have to work their initiative into it too somehow.  Could have a table of scheduled upcoming actions, and each turn these are resolved until the player acts again.  Complex, but do-able in Inform....thank goodness.
Proper boxes calculation (calc at start of game: set to max 0 -> later if max 0, calculate matrix boxes?)
Add matrix damage penalties to 'modifier'
Prompt character yes/no to use Full Defense in matrix combat (when attacked)? i.e. interrupt the attack to ask?
remove the combat ability from IC except attack/black-ice & agents who do not have a hacking rating & attack rating/software.

e-Devices:
How to deal with item "rating" vs. listing separate stats?
if device's rating is higher than their basic 4 stats, that stat is raised to the rating level.  This means GMs can simply give a device rating 4, firewall 8 and all stats but firewall will be 4.  So "rating" means "minimum stats" for the device.
Add sample devices 'kinds' table?

Rethinking Programs:
Should programs be kinds available to all, then everyone just "has them" with rating 0 for "no, this guy really doesn't have it...." ...  see color example in documentation....  Will that much data bog the system (the glulx interpreter system that is) down?
If so, would the same be useful for stat ratings, too?  The beginning of the document is sloppy.

Improve SCAN:
Crowded nexus scan penalties = proc limit/10 dice penalty (quick) OR extended scan proc limit/10 CTS for full scan (unwired 57)
What does a critglitch do?  Increment system annoyance status towards alert? (what would you call that?)
data-traffic...  headache.  Relation traffic->destination/origin.  Routes & getting to room in X direction (see 6.14, 6.17, 13.11)

Improve DEFUSE:
Give data-objects a self-descruct flag, only self-descruct if flag=true.
Double-check whether a databomb explosion is opposed, how much damage it does, etc.

Improve ANALYZE:
Set Analyze to 'autoscan' the node for new arrivals, etc. - this is a simple action.
Some actions need to trigger end-of-analyze -- got most of them.
Detect Program Options: p. 114-116 Unwired: Biofeedback (rating+stun/physical), Copy Protection(rating), Crashguard, Ergonomic, Limited, Mute, Optimized (Rating), Psychotropic (Rating - limited to simsense based programs i.e. Black IC, or programs with biofeedback), Registration, Timer (not with Registration), Viral Resistance (Rating)
Hacking-program only:  Area (Rating), Armor Piercing (r1-3), Pavlov, Rust, Shredder, Targeting
Simsense: Adaptive Scale, Addictive (r1-2), DIMAP, Lifeline, Overdrive (r1-3), Personalized, Pluscode (Rating)
Does detecting a data bomb reveal the rating/hits of the data bomb?
should you also be able to get the attack rating of something?  other stats?

Improve BROWSE:
Implement keywords for data?  "reveal" the data object if browse <keyword> on <data-object> succeeds?

Improve MEDIC:
Have it take the correct amount of time OR work on an extended-test basis similar to Scan Nearby.

Improve DECRYPT:
How exactly does one decrypt a node?  Before or after one has a "guest" account on it?  From afar?  What does the encrypted node look like?  Can one route through (most) encrypted nodes per a public account without decrypting them?
If you fail to decrypt, does it set off the data-bomb (if any)?  Any difference in behavior if node vs. if data-object?

Improve EXPLOIT:
"hack <direction>" won't work...  Similar problem(s) to hack <node>?
does one only exploit from afar, or exploit while have a guest log-in on a node?
Need probe extended test....

Data-Traffic:
tap wireless "only" in MSR (of origin or destination...)
Should data-traffic be "backdrop"?

Additional Programs/Actions:
See p111-112 Unwired.  Nuke, Corrupt, Purge...plus sprite actions.... bleh....

Timekeeping Adjustments:
IP changes when swap between AR/VR, may lose time/turns in the middle of a CT or IP.... check it out.
initiative score penalties for matrix damage (during CT damage taken vs. penalties new i-score rolls...)
"transferring data" takes 1 simple action.
Right now "examine" takes SAS per "Observe in Detail"?  This could be left up to the GM....
Taking care of background tasks i.e. "set it and forget it" tasks where you can continue to act while it resolves  cf. Decrypt duration.  (See recipes 4.1/4.2/4.3.)
There are currently errors in timekeeping when you tell someone else to do something.
It treats the timekeeping of the action as if you are the one doing it.
Telling an agent to do something takes time in itself. (issue command = simple action) but then the action should be independent of the player.
will need to store time adjustments while another actor is acting into their own scheduled time.  That will be big/complex....perhaps when they are done it can simply say "Charlie is awaiting more orders."  Perhaps only when they're in the same node?

Processor Limits:
Processor Limit: reduce response by # running programs / Processor limit
Processor limits: nexi Sysx3, Peripheral & commlinks = System.
#subscriptions = 2x system (of commlink persona is on).  

Signal Rating:
Pertinent question: does a technomancer's "signal" rating follow him/her through the matrix, or is it pinned to their living node?

Response/Initiative Question:
does response work like Signal?  i.e. as the character's icons are subscribed to different nodes, does initiative change per. the load/response of the node.  I know there's something in the rules about it, will get there eventually.

Nasty Surprises:
What items can be trojaned? (a program.  How about an agent? IC?) Bombed? (nodes and data-objects fer-sure...anything else?) Cookied? Virused? Encryption? (file, node & signal)
Double check "There is a data-bomb rating 0" observation?  I may have squished that buggy message already.
How much damage -- exactly -- does a data-bomb do when set off?  (matrix damage, right?)

Change Modes/Jack Out/Swap Icons:
Implement Jack Out (should delete all "copies")
Related: directive to swap to AR/"body" vs. Jack Out (removes all icons)
meat body to VR icon(s) -> VR icons to VR icons....  I plan to have the app keep track of where your meat body vs. your virtual icons are, and allow you to 'swap icons' between them (yes, this is possible eventually).  This is not even remotely implemented yet -- so you only have one "body/icon" and you can go into the Pit with it... oops :) -- almost had this fixed, but it gave me problems.  Something's buggy.
(See Move Player 8.9)
Keep an eye out for ways to spawn icons/copies of agents, etc.
Player can have many many icons (Yowch!).  (How to implement? Player has a "list" of their "active subscriptions" and the list length is limited to 2 x commlink's system rating?  How do I spawn all those "people"/icons in the game?  meep meep meep....) AND the player is AWARE of all of them at once, but only controls one at a time... info overload any?

Realism/RolePlayability:
Implement "mission" text -- how the player looks at it, added to the help system, documented for the GM, etc.
Relate/belongings: characters ("people") -> commlinks -> ARIcons (PAN)
Nodes are generally too close together in the game -- using # of moves to another node to calc MSR makes it unrealistic.  Using 'adjacent' nodes doesn't work for wireless mutual signal range (though it works great for wired systems!).  Need an elegant solution to the "map" problem....  Easy enough to make it so people can "jump" to nodes without connections, but how do you represent distance between nodes without headaches?  Even if I could just change the number of "moves" between down & up it would make a huge difference in game terms -- a satellite isn't 2 moves from the ground.... :P  i.e. we're not representing the routing traffic between target nodes in any way.
Add more to Status command.
connect to node = subscribe via either hack-on-fly (already done correctly...) OR "log on" so all 'moves' between nodes take a full CA.  Did I do this correctly?
Should login/logout before moving from node-to-room or room-to-node be automatic?

Access ID/Access Accounts/Passphrases/Passwords/Passkeys, etc.:
Need to implement authentication methods eventually -- secureID etc.
Required to get account:  Access ID, Access Level, and authentication (passcode, scanner, signature, rfid tag, or passkey...)
Need to implement some different "things to do" at various levels...
Public account = very limited
User account = run normal programs, create & edit files etc. depending on purpose of node.  Authorization required.
Security account = everything a user can do + delete files, run IC, log off users, initiate alerts
Admin account = security + all other commands...
Peripheral nodes (i.e. slave devices) only have public & admin without the threshold increase to hack.  NOT implemented yet.
GMs will eventually be able give a code to a player if they gain an access ID to a specific system out-of-Matrix hacking (if the GM sets up code(s) for the node ahead of time).  Otherwise it's all hack/probe successes that grant the access.  I haven't decided how to make a player hack for a specific level of access.  Figuring it out.  Player "gets an account" through a code granted by the GM?  Can't be something that the player can "give themselves" in their character's file.  Tables might work -- tables of access ID codes (object->code?)....  The code given by the GM would just be a way for the player to tag the relationship needed.

Mobile nodes (commlinks, drones, etc.):
See section on trains, elevators, etc. i.e. 'mobile rooms'...recipes 8.2.

Independent People & Pilot-Programs:
set up routines for IC/Spiders to analyze, attack, set off alerts, etc. (see #77 - move randomly, Rings 20.11, recipes 6.14/7.3 for agents/sprites check out example Robo @ 20.9 and Fate Steps In 12.13)
(see Wainwright Acts for door/locations/NPCs 13.12)
swapping actors to carry out actions (ch 13 Inform has examples)
Fix actions (12.9 & 12.11-make actions work for others) to work with non-players
use "an actor <doing action> if an actor carries <x>" etc
change IC/Agent/Sprite actions for combative versus when they're "peaceful"... initiating traces, analyzing, etc.  
Need to be able to command your own agents/sprites from afar...
BUG: Right now agents breeeeeeeze right by firewalls, no need to hack.  Oops.
How to reload your agents & other apps if they crash?  (i.e. "run charlie")
Have ice choose other options than simply "hit back" during combat (i.e. full defense, run trace, log user off...).
During restricted alerts, IC/Spiders should concentrate on either attacking the player or other similar priorities (can use stacked stored actions for peaceful vs. combative?)
Agents/IC in enemy nodes heal when alert ends?  i.e. the system resets damaged programs?

Technomancers:
may only thread once, up to the rating limit of Resonance * 2  - may improvise a complex form OR increase a complex form.
Resist fading.
Drop threads = 1 fas
Threading = 1 fas

Misc. Hopefully not so Important:
Unwired p39 optional rules - could implement switches to turn house rules/optional rules on/off later....
People may try to pull tricks where multiple agents running Scan & eWarfare autosoft are constantly scanning for Access IDs....good test case eventually....
Make programs cracked or uncracked...?  i.e. not copy protected anymore.  How to spawn copies?  Can Inform handle tribbles? :) OH! -- might it be as easy as adding a row to a table of somethings?  Can you create new objects during runtime via tables?
'Hack test' - node variable that stores successes, should they reset at some point?

Documentation:
Need to write up (waaaay down the road): How-To Make a System.  How-To Make a VR Sim.
Updates to tutorial (ongoing)
Updates to Help system in-game (ongoing)

Inform Notes:
Stored Actions - 12.20 & recipe # 423 in 6.14
Interesting: 14.9 & 14.12 (money)
Checking all doors status in game - example 3.12
Scope -> 16.7 [any door] or [any room] in commands
Great examples of "relationships" in #231 13.10.
Assigning variables during actions - great example 12.10 #198 - must grok....
Redefine "all" (see recipes 6.15)
Removing rules 18.4
At SR4A p.228(230)

(much more, will add from my list later...)

